Factors Determining Scientific Paper Productivity by Neuroradiology Fellows.
We sought to determine (1) whether United States Medical Licensing Examination (USMLE) scores predict academic productivity in neuroradiology fellows as measured by publications and citations, and (2) what factors predict such productivity. We reviewed the USMLE scores, gender, medical school location attended, publication record before and during fellowship, fellowship evaluation ratings and subsequent practice site (private vs academic) of neuroradiology fellows from 2004 to 2014 to determine relationships with publications and citations after fellowship. Spearman's correlation and Poisson regression analyses were performed to assess the association between these factors and quantity of publications and citations per year after fellowship. USMLE scores and fellowship evaluation scores correlated inversely with radiology publications and citations. There were strong correlations between publication records before or during fellowship and after fellowship. Fellows from international medical schools, with PhD degrees, and those fellows proceeding to academic practice had more publications before or during and after neuroradiology fellowship. The best predictors of whether a graduating neuroradiology fellow will publish and have high citation rates is prior publication record, a PhD degree, and staying in academics. USMLE scores and evaluations during the fellowship were inversely correlated with publication measures of academic productivity.